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• Valuation of supply and use tables: basic and 
purchaser’s prices

• Constructing the Use table at basic prices: 
conceptual overview

• Compiling valuation matrices:
• Taxes -/- subsidies on products

• Wholesale and retail margins

• Transport and insurance margins

Presentation outline
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• Supply is typically recorded at basic prices; use at purchasers’ prices. 

Purchasers’ price =  Basic price +

Wholesale and retail distribution margins (=trade margin) +

Transport margins (transport costs charged separately) +

Taxes on products - subsidies on products

• Hence, to balance supply and use, separate valuation matrices need to be 
constructed to arrive from basic to purchasers’ prices

– these product*industry matrices are typically aggregated to columns and added 
to the supply table

• Why are there differences in price bases?

– Reflection of underlying source data

– The partitioning of individual transactions provides improved insight in the 
structure of economy

• The creation of Input-Output tables (including Global IO tables, such as those 
underpinning TiVA) requires Supply And Use at basic prices

Valuation of Supply and Use tables
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• Subtract the valuation matrices from the Use table at purchasers’ 
prices 

• Allocate removed values to their respective product rows of the use 
table 

– Distribution margin (= trade + transport margins) > in rows already 
existing in the use table (zero at p)

– Separate row for taxes less subsidies on products at bottom of Use table  

• Preferred sequences of subtractions:

– Taxes -/- subsidies

• Non-deductible VAT 

• Import taxes

• All other taxes and subsidies on products, 

– Trade & transport margins 

Constructing the Use table at basic 

prices: concepts
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Constructing the Use table at basic 

prices: concepts
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Use at Purchaser's prices

Goods

Distribution 

Services Services

HHFC+ 

NPISH GGFC GFCF Valuables Ch.Inv Exports

Total 

Demand 

Goods GG GD GS GHH GGGFC GGFCF GV GInv GExp GTotal

Distribution 0

Services SG SD SS SHH SGGFC SGFCF SV SInv SExp STotal

Taxes -/- Subsidies matrix

Goods

Distribution 

Services Services

HHFC+ 

NPISH GGFC GFCF Valuables Ch.Inv Exports

Total 

Demand 

Goods TG,G TG,D TG,S TG,HH TG,GGFC TG,GFCF TG,V TG,Inv TG,Exp TG,Total

Distribution

Services TS,G TS,D TS,S TS,HH TS,GGFC TS,GFCF TS,V TS,Inv TS,Exp TS,Total

Distribution margin matrix 

Goods

Distribution 

Services Services

HHFC+ 

NPISH GGFC GFCF Valuables Ch.Inv Exports

Total 

Demand 

Goods MG,G MG,D MG,S MG,HH MG,GGFC MG,GFCF MG,V MG,Inv MG,Exp MTotal

Distribution

Services



NB for illustration purposes, the table shows distribution margin row only including the margin. 
Distribution services may produce some non-margin activities (which then also may incur tax/subs

Constructing the Use table at basic 

prices: concepts
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Use at Basic prices

Goods

Distribution 

Services Services

HHFC+ 

NPISH GGFC GFCF Valuables Ch.Inv Exports

Total 

Demand 

Goods
GG - MG,G        

- TG,G

GD - MG,D       

- TG,D

GS - MG,S       

- TG,S

GHH                   

- MG,HH          

- TG,HH

GGGFC              

- MG,GGFC           

- TG,GGFC

GGFCF               

- MG,GFCF       

- TG,GFCF

GV - MG,V        

- TG,V

GInv                    

- MG,Inv            

- TG,Inv

GExp                  

- MG,Exp          

- TG,Exp

GTotal              

- MTotal         

- TG,Total

Distribution MG,G MG,D MG,S MG,HH MG,GGFC MG,GFCF MG,V MG,Inv MG,Exp MTotal

Services SG - TS,G SD - TS,D SS - TS,S SHH - TS,HH 

SGGFC          

- TS,GGFC 

SGFCF              

- TS,GFCF SV - TS,V SInv  - TS,Inv  SExp - TS,Exp 

STotal -/-

TS,Total

Taxes -/- 

subsidies TG,G + TS,G TG,D + TS,D TG,S + TS,S

TG,HH + 

TS,HH

TG,GGFC + 

TS,GGFC

TG,GFCF + 

TS,GFCF TG,V + TS,V

TG,Inv  + 

TS,Inv

TG,Exp + 

TS,Exp

TG,Total + 

TS,Total



• Examples:

– Non-deductible VAT, import taxes, taxes for tobacco or alcohol, …

– Subsidies on certain food items, ‘green energy’, solar panels, …

– NB! Not to be confused with taxes and subsidies on production (which are part 
of production costs) 

• Which include e.g. payroll taxes, business licence fees, or subsidies on training or hiring 
people from certain groups (e.g. handicapped)

• It is recommended to compile separate matrices for each type of 
tax/subsidy

• Totals are typically readily available – but consider tax legislation to 
identify which use categories will be most affected

– Different tax rates may apply for different users: for example, electricity supplied 
to farmers may not be taxed; while export oriented enterprises may pay a 
preferential rate and households may be fully taxed.

Compiling taxes–subsidies on products
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• Typically, VAT is largely paid by households (final consumption)  

• However, some VAT is paid by enterprises, e.g. when units are 
exempt from VAT (and hence can also not deduct VAT paid on their 
purchases). While this differs across countries, this often applies to 
financial firms and purchases by non-market activities such as 
governments.

• Also: note that not all household consumption is market-based 

• informal economy 

• own-account consumption and investment

• Some exports (for example, purchases of non-residents) may 
include non-deductible VAT, while purchases of residents abroad, 
recorded under household consumption, do not include domestic 
VAT

Taxes on products: non-deductable VAT
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• Wholesale margins and retail margins differ across products, and across use 
categories

– e.g. wholesale margins are apply to products for intermediate use and capital 
formation, inventories, and exports; while households typically buy from 
retailers 

• but: consider own-account production;  informality;  some households may 
use wholesale channels and some business may use retail channels

• Therefore, ideally, separate matrices are compiled for wholesale and for 
retail margins

– Or, in any case, a single trade margin matrix with two off-setting rows (for 
wholesale and for retail)

• It is difficult to obtain information directly on trade margin for each cell in 
use table 

– Wholesale/retail trade surveys, as well as household surveys asking about 
distribution channels, provide important data sources from which margin 
matrices can be compiled (in combination with assumptions)

– Check plausibility of e.g. wholesale vs retail trade margins, and use at pp and 
trade margins, producer/import/retail price indices

Wholesale and retail trade margins
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• Transport margin may differ across products and users – and users 
may incur transport costs only on part of their purchases:

– If the producer agrees to deliver the product without explicitly 
charging the transport costs, the transport costs are part of the basic 
price (and no separate transport margin is recorded)

– If the transport costs are explicitly charged, the margin is separately 
recorded and part of the purchaser’s price (and hence should be 
removed when compiling the Use table at basic prices)

• Targeted surveys among (large) transportation companies may help 
identify transport costs by user/product, as well as by transportation 
mode (transport margins differ depending on transport via air, rail, 
road, sea, …)

• Focus on correctly compiling those products with large transport 
margins involved (transport margins remaining products may be 
attributed to use categories using assumptions)

Transport margins
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Contact:
Fabienne.fortanier@oecd.org

Thank you!
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